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Introduction
This study explores the relationship between
the Self-Concept and its six dimensions and
academic achievement of Sr. Secondary
students of East Delhi Region. For this
purpose the XII class students (Boys and
Girls) of Public schools were taken.

Self-Concept generally refers to “A totality of
a Complex, Organized and Dynamic system
of learned beliefs, attitudes and opinions that
each person holds, to be true about his or
her personal existence.”

In this study, Six important dimensions of
self-concept viz Physical (A), Social (B),
Intellectual (C), Moral (D), Educational (E)
and Temperamental (F) are taken to be
measured.

1. Dimension ‘A; (Physical) – Individuals’
view of their body, health, physical
appearance and strength.

2. Dimension ‘B’ (Social) – Individual’s
sense of worth in social interactions.

3. Dimension ‘C’ (Temperamental) –
Individuals views of their prevailing
emotional state or predominance of a
particular kind of emotional reaction.

4. Dimension ‘D’ (educational) –
Individual’s view of themselves in
relation to school, teachers and
extracurricular activities.

5. Dimension ‘E’ (Moral) – Individual’s
estimation of their moral worth; right
and wrong activities.
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Abstract
The present paper explain that importance of relationship
between Self Concept and its six dimensions and
academic achievement because the world is becoming
more and more competitive. So, quality of performance
has become the key factor for personal progress. The
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academic achievement of Self-Concept.
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6. Dimension ‘F’ (Intellectual) –
Individual’s awareness of their
intelligence and capacity of problem
solving and judgments.

Taking into consideration the importance of
relationship between the Self-Concept and
academic achievement and through this to
make possible to give some helpful
suggestion to those who which to re-organise
education. So, it was proposed to make a
study of these dimensions as factors which
contribute to school students academic
achievement.

Objectives
1. To study the cause effect relationship

between the total self-concept and
academic achievement of Senior
Secondary students.

2. To study the cause – effect relationship
between self-concepts dimensions (A, B,
C, D, E, & F) and academic achievement
of Senior Secondary Students.

Hypothesis
The main hypothesis was “that there is
a cause effect relationship between self-
concept and academic achievement of
Senior Secondary student”.

This hypothesis was further broken down
into six sub-hypothesis each involving one
specific dimension of self-concept. These are
stated for the purpose of testing as follows:

That there is a cause-effect relationship
between the dimension ‘A’ – Physical
and academic achievement of Senior
Secondary students.
That there is a cause-effect relationship
between the dimension ‘B’ – Social and
academic achievement of Senior
Secondary students.
That there is a cause-effect relationship
between the dimension ‘C’ –
Temperamental and academic
achievement of Senior Secondary
students.

That there is a cause-effect relationship
between the dimension ‘D’ –
Educational and academic achievement
of Senior Secondary students.
That there is a cause-effect relationship
between the dimension ‘E’ – Moral and
academic achievement of Senior
Secondary students.
That there is a cause-effect relationship
between the dimension ‘F’ – Intellectual
and academic achievement of Senior
Secondary students.

Delimitation and scope of the study
1. The study is delimited to Senior

Secondary Schools of East Delhi Region
only.

2. The study is delimited to Urban Areas
only.

3. The study is delimited in independent
variables: Self concept & its six
dimensions and dependent variable
academic achievement.

4. The study is delimited to English
Medium School affiliated to CBSE
Board only.

Population and Sample: The population for
the purpose of this study constituted all the
students of XII Class who appeared in the
CBSE Examination. Since the number of
CBSE (English Medium) Senior Secondary
Schools from where the students were taken
quite large so, first, select a small manageable
number of school referencing the total
population using systematic sampling
procedure. Twenty five schools (1/6th of the
total) were selected systematically from the
list of schools of East Delhi region, only one
section of XII class was selected by lottery
method.

So, that students of sample were 1200.

Method:  On the basis of review of research
studies conducted in this area, the
investigator reached the conclusion that Ex-
post-facto method was most appropriate for
this study. Self-Concept Inventory was
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administrated on all these 1200 students. The
answer sheets were arranged in a pile, then
33% from top & 33% from bottom answer
sheets was selected & termed as High
academic achievers & Low academic
achievers. There two groups of LAS & HAS
were made then matched on intelligence &
CBSE Board examination. Ultimately, for final
analysis there were left 732 students in all,
366 in the group of High Achievers and 366
in the group of Low Achievers. All sub-
hypothesis were tested on these two groups.

Tool Used: Self-Concept Inventory (SCI)
prepared by Dr. R.K. Saraswat.

Data Collection & Statistical Analysis: Data
for the study were collected on the SCI. The
scores obtained on all six dimension and Self-
Concept as total by all 366 LAS & 366 HAS.
Hence, all the hypothesis mentioned earlier
required for being tested a statistical
procedure. The t-test was used for testing of
Hypothesis and two-tailed test of significance
was used.

Conclusions: This seems to be quite
understandable that academic achievement
in students is caused, promoted and affected
by Self-Concept. Senior Secondary level of
education almost goes along with the various
problems so there factors are considered
global. So, we have concluded that t – value.
of Dimension ‘A’ (Physical), Dimension – ‘C’
(Educational), Dimension – ‘F’ (Intellectual)
& to the total Self-Concept are positively
related to the academic achievement because
high achievers scored higher on these factors
than the low achievers scored on these
factors.

Besides this, Dimension ‘C’ –
(Temperamental) is negatively related
because t – value of this factor is significant
at .01 level and .05 level but scores of LAS
were higher on this factor than the HAS.
Other factors like Dimension ‘B’ – (Social),
Dimension ‘E’ – (Moral) not significant at any
level.
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Summary of the Result:
Annexure - 1
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Graphical Representation of Result:
Annexure - 2


